A commercial territory design problem with compactness maximization criterion subject to territory balancing and connectivity is addressed. Four new heuristics based on Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedures within a location-allocation scheme for this NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem are proposed. The first three (named GRLH1, GRLH2, and GRDL) build the territories simultaneously. Their construction phase consists of two parts: a location phase where p territory seeds are identified, and an allocation phase where the remaining basic units are iteratively assigned to a territory. In contrast, the other heuristic (named SLA) builds the territories one at a time. Empirical results reveals that GRLH1 and GRLH2 find near-optimal or optimal solutions to relatively small instances, where exact solutions could be found. The proposed procedures are relatively fast. We carried out a comparison between the proposed heuristic procedures and the existing method in larger instances. It was observed the proposed heuristic GRLH1 produced competitive results with respect to the existing approach.
Introduction
Territory design consists of grouping small geographic areas or basic units (BUs) into larger geographic clusters called territories or zones in such a way that the latter are acceptable according to relevant criteria. These criteria can be economically motivated or have a demographic background. Furthermore, spatial constraints like compactness and contiguity are often required.
The problem has applications in many fields such as political districting (Hess et al. 10 ), districting for schools and social facilities (Ferland and Guénette 8 ), sales territory design (Zoltners and Sinha 16 ), territory design for winter service and solid waste collection (Muyldermans et al. 12 ), territory design for emergency services (Bertolazzi, Bianco, and Ricciardelli 1 ), delivery zones for distribution centers (Haugland, Ho, and Laporte 9 ), or sales force deployment (Drexl and Haase 3 ). Excellent and complete surveys on territory design problems can be found in Kalcsics, Nickel, and Schröder 11 , Duque, Ramos, and Suriñach 4 , and Zoltners and Sinha 16 ).
Firms with sales forces normally require to divide the market into responsibility areas. Thus, territory design must be done in order to obtain service areas or to locate technical facilities. Several criteria such as organizational criteria (number of territories, number of BUs, exclusive assignment, location of sales representatives), geographical criteria (contiguity, accessibility, compactness), and activity related criteria (balancing, maximizing profit) are often used in territory design.
We address the version of the territory design problem with the following features. Each BU has associated two attributes or activities: number of customers and sales volume. Each BU must be assigned to only one territory. The size of each territory must be balanced with respect to each activity. Given that it is not easy to find a perfectly balanced solution, the balancing requirement is handled by a user-specified tolerance that allows a relative deviation from the target territory size. The requirement of contiguity is also taken into account, which means that, each pair of BUs belonging to the same territory must be joined by a path contained completely in that territory. In order to get compact territories a dispersion measure based on the objective function of the well-known p-center problem is minimized. This problem was introduced by Ríos-Mercado and Fernández 13 . In their work (RF for short), they consider three activity measures (number of customers, sales volume, and workload). They propose a GRASP approach which incorporates reactivity and filtering. During the construction phase the territories are created one by one, in such a way that a territory is started with a BU and iteratively the assignment of BUs takes place. When the territory size reaches its upper bound limit it is closed and a new territory is started. The creation of territories in this manner does not necessarily produce the number of territories required, thus an adjustment phase is then carried out. Finally, an improvement phase (post-processing) is performed. They consider a neighborhood that consists of moving a specific BU from its current territory to an adjacent territory. They used a weighted merit function with two components, the dispersion measure and violation of the balancing constraints. An important limitation of this approach is the high level of infeasibility with respect to the balancing constraints reached in the construction phase. A direct consequence of this is that the local search spends a tremendous amount of effort trying to reach feasibility.
In this work, we propose four different locationallocation heuristics. Three of them are constructive in nature and the other is destructive. Three of our proposed heuristics (called GRLH1, GRLH2, and GRDL) seek that all territories are growing uniformly. Their location-allocation scheme consist of two phases: a location phase whose role is to locate p BUs that would serve as initial seeds for the territory creation, and an allocation phase where the remaining BUs are assigned to these territories. Thus, it is expected that this simultaneous creation of p territories yields lower levels of infeasibility with respect to the balancing constraints than those obtained in previous work 13 , where the territories are built one by one. A fourth heuristic called SLA builds the territories one at a time, in this heuristic an active territory is "closed" when its size reaches the upper limit allowed for any activity (number of customers or sales volume).
A detailed design of experiments following the guidelines of Coy et al. 2 was first carried out for parameter fine-tunning. Afterwards, the procedures were evaluated over a data set of randomly generated instances. Empirical results reveals that GRLH1 and GRLH2 find near optimal or optimal solutions to relatively small instances, where exact solutions could be found. The proposed procedures are relatively fast. We carried out a comparison between the proposed heuristic procedures and the existing method in larger instances. It was observed that GRLH1 produced very good competitive results with respect to the existing approach.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a detailed description and formulation of the problem is given. In Section 3, the proposed heuristics are described in detail. In Section 4 the empirical work is presented. Conclusions of this work are drawn in Section 5.
Problem Description
Let G = (V, E) be a planar undirected graph, where V is the set of nodes (blocks or basic units), and E the set of edges. For this particular application an edge between nodes i and j exists if basic units i and j are adjacent. Each basic unit (BU) i has associated parameters such as coordinates (x i , y i ), and activity values w a i , a ∈ {1, 2}. In our problem such activities correspond to the number of customers (a=1) and product demand (a=2). The number of territories is fixed and represented by p. A territory is a subset of nodes X k ⊂ V (k = 1, . . . , p). In addition, the problem solution requires that each BU is assigned only to one territory. Hence, territories are defined by a partition of V . Furthermore, the territories must be balanced according to the node activity measures (number of customers and sales volume). The size of a territory X k with respect to activity a is defined as follows:
It is difficult to obtain a perfectly balanced solution due to the discrete problem structure and the exclusive assignment requirement. One way to represent the balance requirement is by introducing a constraint that allows a relative deviation from the target activity value. It is given by a tolerance parameter τ a , specified by the user. The target average size is computed simply as µ a = w a (V )/p. The balancing constraint becomes w a (X k 
The contiguity requirement means that for any pair of BUs i and j in a given territory, there must exist an i-j path totally contained in the territory. In other words, territory X k must induce a connected subgraph of G. A rigorous definition of compactness does not exist; but a territory is said to be compact if it is somewhat round-shaped and undistorted. Thus, a dispersion function must give a measure of how far a BU is from each other in each territory. One way to measure the dispersion of a territory X k is using a p-center objective function. This measure computes the distance from the farthest BU to its corresponding territory center (given by c(k)),
where d c(k), j is the Euclidean distance from node j to its territory center, denoted by c(k). We define a territory center c(k) of territory k as the node with the smallest distance to its farthest node, that is:
Let Π be the collection of all p-partitions of V . Then, the problem can be described as finding a ppartition X = (X 1 , ..., X p ) of V satisfying the specified planning criteria of balancing and contiguity, that minimizes the above distance-based dispersion measure. The combinatorial description of the problem is the following:
subject to
The objective function (4) minimizes the territory dispersion. Constraints (5) represent the balance in each territory. Constraints (6) assure the connectivity of each territory. The problem is NP-hard 13 . Our experience shows that one can optimally solve with branch-and-bound methods instances of up to 150 BUs. The target instances have between 500 and 2000 BUs, so the choice of heuristics is clearly justified.
Solution Approach
The main goal of this work is to propose alternative constructive procedures that would generate better or more diverse solutions than those obtained in 13 . Following the previous work, we also derive GRASP-based algorithms but in a very different way. GRASP 7 is a multi-start meta-heuristic widely used for solving many combinatorial problems.
end if 8 end while 9 return S * ; end GRASP Basically, each GRASP iteration consists of two phases: construction and local search (Figure 1) . In RF, a solution is built iteratively by creating one single territory at a time. The criterion for closing a territory and opening a new one is when the upper bound of the balancing constraint reaches its limit. At the end, this leads to obtaining a number of territories different (and usually larger) than p. An adjustment phase consisting of a merging operation is then applied, but this produces a high degree of violation in the balancing constraints (5) . In our work, we attempt to overcome this limitation by building the p territories simultaneously. Therefore, the basic difference between our proposed procedures and the previous work is the construction phase.
Constructive methods
Solutions are generated in two phases which we henceforth call location and allocation. In the location phase, p BUs are selected to be territory seeds. In the allocation phase, the unassigned BUs are allocated to one of the territories initialized with a seed basic unit, taking into account contiguity and balancing constraints. Thus, p territories are initialized, one for each seed BU, where the seed basic unit is not necessarily the territory center c(k).
Location phase
The location phase consists of finding p BUs that are used as seeds in the location phase. Given the nature of the objective function, it is desired these seed nodes are as disperse as possible. This can be done by solving a p-dispersion problem. Given a set of candidate points, the p-dispersion problem 5 consists of selecting a subset of p points, such that the minimum distance between any pair of these chosen points is as large as possible. In this work, three location heuristics are proposed. Two of them can be seen as extensions from the p-dispersion heuristics in Erkut,Ülküsal, and Yeniçerioglu 6 , and the other considers a 1-step look-ahead policy. GRLH1: Greedy randomized constructive location heuristic. The greedy randomized constructive location heuristic (GRLH1) requires to find a set V c of p disperse BUs. Initially V c = / 0 ( Figure 2 ). GRLH1 is started by choosing the two farthest points in V (which is the optimal solution for a 2-dispersion problem). Then, during p − 2 iterations, a new point is added to V c . In step 4, distances from node j to the current V c are measured as d( j,V c ) = min i∈V c {d i j }.
Then a restricted candidate list (RCL) is formed with the best elements (step 5). The new point j is chosen to maximize the minimum distance from j to the elements already in V c . Once the new seed is randomly selected from the RCL (step 6) and added to the solution (step 7), a new RCL is built to select another BU, and so on. The restricted candi-date list (RCL) follows the concept used normally in the GRASP methodology. The RCL is restricted by a quality parameter α. The α value defines the quality of the elements in the RCL, when α = 0, the construction is purely greedy location solution, and if α = 1 the location is random.
procedure GRLH1 (α, p) Input: α= GRASP RCL location quality parameter; p = number of territories.
Choose j randomly, j ∈ RCL; GRLH2: 1-step look-ahead greedy randomized constructive heuristic. The look-ahead greedy randomized constructive heuristic (GRLH2) proceeds like the GRLH1 heuristic. The difference is that the GRLH2 evaluates not only the next unit to be included in the solution, but the next two simultaneously. The purpose of evaluating two basic units simultaneously is to reduce the greediness and, to favor the dispersion by searching in a different space than the one used in GRLH1.
The greedy function ϕ used to measure the desirability of adding both units i and j to set V c is defined as follows:
As usual ϕ max = max i, j ϕ(i, j) and ϕ min = min i, j ϕ(i, j). Note that the computation of ϕ is more expensive than the computation of the greedy function used in GRLH1. It is of particular interest if this extra effort pays off in terms of solution quality. Also note that Steps 5-6 in Figure 3 reflect the fact that p might be odd.
procedure GRLH2 (α, p) Input: α= GRASP RCL location quality parameter; p = number of territories. GRDL: Greedy randomized destructive location heuristic. The idea behind this procedure is based on the following observation. Given a set of nodes in the space, if a pair of the nearest nodes is identified and one of these is eliminated, the remaining nodes tend to be more disperse in terms of the dispersion measure.
Following this idea, the GRDL procedure (Figure 4 ) starts with all BUs in the solution, it is (V c = V ). Iteratively, the procedure deletes one BU from V c until p BUs remain in the seeds set (V c ). Since it is desirable to eliminate one of the nearest BUs, we create an RCL such that RCL = {(i, j) :
Then, following the GRASP scheme, a pair (i, j) is randomly chosen from the RCL, and one of these is eliminated from V c . The BU to be eliminated is determined using an index which relates the number of customers and product demand in a basic unit (w 1 i * w 2 i ). This index is used due to the interest in keeping in V c the basic units with more sales and more customers.
procedure GRDL (α, p) Input: α= GRASP RCL location quality parameter; p = number of territories.
Select a pair (i, j) ∈ RCL randomly; 4
Eliminate basic unit
V c ← V c \ {i * }; 6 end while 7 return(V c ); end GRDL. 
Allocation phase
Given the dispersion set V c = {v 1 , . . . , v p } obtained in the location phase, we initialize each territory as X k = {v k }, k = 1, . . . , p. Let V u = V \V c be the set of unassigned BUs, that is, |V u | = |V | − p. Each unassigned BU j ∈ V u must be allocated to only one of the k territories. We define the neighbor set N k of territory k as those unassigned BUs that are connected by an edge with any BU in territory X k , k = 1, . . . , p.
At a given iteration, a greedy function
is computed, where
Here f (x) is the dispersion measure given by (2) and g(X k ∪ { j}) corresponds to the total violation of the balancing constraints, when basic BU j is added to territory k. The user-specified λ parameter weighs both dispersion and infeasibility. Function (8) considers both the neighborhood size of the territory k and the assignment cost (in dispersion and feasibility sense) of assigning BU j to territory k. With these values the RCL is built ( Figure 5, step 2) . This function is similar to the one used in RF but here it takes into account the size of the neighboring units of the territories. This greedy function is motivated by the observation, in previous approaches, that some territories can not grow because there are no available neighbors during the last iterations of the process. By introducing this function, small territories have more opportunity to grow early in the process, avoiding the stalling during the posterior phases.
procedure Allocation (V c , β ) Input: V c = set of disperse BUs; β = GRASP RCL allocation quality parameter.
Build the RCL as in (10); 3 Select ( j, k) ∈ RCL randomly; 4
Assign the basic unit j to a territory k
Update center c(k) in territory X k if needed; 7 end while 8 return(X ); end Allocation According to the value of Φ, a candidate list of BUs is constructed as follows:
As usual Φ max = max k∈K,i∈N k Φ(i, k), and Φ min = min k∈K,i∈N k Φ(i, k). The parameter β determines the quality of the elements in the RCL. In each iteration the center of the territory must be updated. Initially, the center is the seed basic unit obtained in the location phase.
Sequential Location-Allocation
In our Location-Allocation constructive procedure (SLA) a territory is started and constructed sequentially by iteratively assigning BUs to the active territory. When the territory size of any of the BU activities reaches a predetermined upper limit (PUL) it is closed and a new territory is started. Such PUL can be equal or smaller than the right hand side of expression (5), which is the maximum feasible size that a territory can take for any activity. Proceeding this way, p territories are constructed. Then, the unassigned BUs can be allocated to some of the p territories according to the greedy function (8) . Figure 6 shows the pseudo-code of the SLA procedure. The first territory is initialized in line 1 with the element j ∈ V with minimal degree. In line 2 j is removed from the set of unassigned BUs, and the neighboring units of territory X k are determined in line 3. From lines 4-19, p territories are built sequentially until they reach the PUL a . Both, the selection of a seeding BU and the selection of the neighboring BU to be included in the current territory X k is done within the GRASP scheme. Once a territory has been initialized, the benefit of including a BU j in territory X k is computed in line 5, according to expression (9) . These values are used to build a restricted candidate list in lines 6 and 7. A unit j is randomly chosen from RCL in line 8, and included in the territory X k in line 9. If the territory size w a (X k ) reaches a PUL a value, the current territory is closed, and a new one is initialized (line 11). All the unassigned BUs in V u are evaluated according to the distance measure d( j, S) = min i∈S {d i j }) in line 12. A RCL is built in lines 13 and 14. A BU j is randomly selected from RCL in line 15 and included in the current territory X k in line 16. In line 18 the neighboring set N k is updated. In this point there are p partial territories and a set of unassigned units V u , which are evaluated to be incorporated in some of the p territories (lines 20-26) in the same manner as in Section 3.1.2.
procedure SLA(α, p, PUL a ) Input: α= GRASP RCL location quality parameter; p = number of territories; PUL a = territory size upper limit for activity a. Output: a solution X = (X 1 , . . . , X p ).
Choose j ∈ RCL randomly; 16
Update N k ; 19 end while 20 while (|V u 
Build a RCL as in (10); 22
Update center c(k) in territory X k ; 26 end while 27 return(X ); end SLA 
Postprocessing Phase
As usual, a solution constructed by any of the construction schemes is not necessarily a local opti-mum. In addition, feasibility with respect to the balancing constraints may not be entirely satisfied. Therefore, the local search procedure aims at both, improving the dispersion (objective function) and obtaining feasibility. A neighborhood N(X ) consists of all solutions reachable from X = (X 1 , . . . , X p ) by moving a basic unit i from its current territory X t (i) into a neighboring territory X t ( j) , where j is the corresponding BU in territory X t ( j) adjacent to i, to keep the connectivity requirement. The move is denoted by move(i, j) . In our case we measure the cost of a move by:
where ∆ f i j is the variation in the objective value when the move(i, j) is performed. Similarly, ∆g i j is the variation in the value of the feasibility measure, after move(i, j). The user-defined parameter γ is used to weigh both the objective and feasibility.
Thus, given a solution X the objective and feasibility values are obtained from (12) and (13), respectively.
The local search procedure starts with an initial solution X obtained in the construction phase. The merit function value becomes the incumbent value ψ(X ′ ) ← ψ(X ). Iteratively, all the possible moves in the neighborhood N(X ) of the current solution X are evaluated according to (11) . If the merit function value ψ(move(i, j)) of the best move obtained with move(i, j) is better than the incumbent value ψ(X ′ ), the merit function value is updated to the incumbent value ψ(X ′ ) ← ψ(move (o, j) ). The algorithm continues until a stopping criterion is reached.
Empirical Work
The proposed solution procedures have been coded in C++ and compiled with a Sun C++ compiler workshop 8.0 under Solaris 9 operating system. The tested instances were taken from the data set of 13 .
These are randomly generated instances. All instances use a tolerance value τ a equal to 5%. We used two instance sets with 1000 and 2000 BUs, and each instance was evaluated with p = 40 and p = 60 territories.
Parameter Fine Tunning
In this section, the parameter setting procedure used for SLA is described. This procedure has three parameters: α, λ , and γ which were fine-tunned by using the methodology described in Coy et al. 2 . It consists of four steps: i) selecting a subset of problems to analyze, ii) determining the variation range for each parameter, iii) selecting the best value for each parameter by carrying out an appropriate design and analysis of experiments, iv) combining the settings obtained in step 3 for obtaining high-quality parameter values. The details of these four steps are the following.
Step i: First of all, we select representative subsets of the available instances according to their characteristics. Four sets are available, instances with 1000 nodes and 40 territories, 1000 nodes and 60 territories, 2000 nodes and 40 territories, and 2000 nodes and 60 territories. A subset of three instances from each group is selected for the parameter setting experiment. Step ii: The second step consists of determining the parameter levels to carry out the experiments. This is done with a preliminary test in order to find out an approximation of the best parameter values for the experiment. Thus, as a result of this preliminary test, the center, the upper, and the lower value for each parameter is determined ( Table 1) . The change (∆) in the value for each parameter are ∆ α =0.1, ∆ λ =0.2, and ∆ γ =2. Recall α defines the quality of the values contained in the RCL during the location phase, λ weights the dispersion and the feasibility in the merit function used to build the RCL in the allocation phase. In SLA procedure, the parameter γ a defines an upper bound (PUL a ) for the territory size w a (X k ). When γ a = 0 the upper limit size for all territories regarding activity a is equals to the target size (µ a ). When γ a = 1 the upper limit is (1 + τ a )µ a , and γ a = −1 means the upper limit is (1 − τ a )µ a . This upper limit is defined in expression PUL a = µ a + (γ a * µ a * τ a ). Step iii: This step consists of generating an experimental design. Since there are only three parameters to fit, we use a full factorial experiment. Three instances from each group are used in the experiment. Thus, for each instance in the group and for each combination of parameters, the SLA procedure is applied 10 times. The best solution found for each instance is kept for comparisons.
For example, three instances are selected from the group with 1000 nodes and 40 territories, and then these are solved with SLA using the following parameters: α = 0.2, λ = 0.3, and γ = 1. Note that, these values are the lower values shown in Table 1. Then, we have the best solution found for each one of these three instances in the group. This is repeated with all parameter combinations (27 combinations). These 27 parameter combinations are used to solved the other groups of instances. Once all instances have been solved by applying SLA over the 27 parameter combinations, the average infeasibility value obtained is computed for each instance group. Such average values of infeasibility (In f eas) are de-tailed in Table 2 . Our first goal is to obtain feasible solutions before improving the dispersion measure. Thus, the main objective of the parameter setting is to find the best combination of parameters that yield best balance in the territories. It means that, the relative deviation on each territory is within the allowed tolerance (then In f eas = 0.0). For that reason in this step of the parameter settings we try to find the best parameter combination that minimizes the infeasibility value.
After all chosen instances have been solved by applying the SLA over the 27 combinations of parameters. The next step is to fit a linear model for each instance category, using the 27 experimental runs on each of them. The basic idea is to find a linear approximation of the response surface. The dependent variable in the models is the infeasibility value in Table 2 . The independent variables are the parameters used in each experimental run (α, λ , and γ). Table 3 The following step in the parameter settings process is to obtain the path of the steepest descent(PSD). Given an estimated regression coefficient b= (b α , b λ , b γ ), the PSD is the negative gradient of the linear model (-b). Now we must travel along the path by making small movements from one initial point. In our case such point is the center of the design (α = 0.3, λ = 0.5, γ = −1). To calculate a full step size, the following procedure is used: select the regression coefficient with maximum absolute value (b max ), divide each parameters coefficient (b j ) by b max , and multiply the resulting value by the ∆ value of the corresponding parameter. For example, by using the information in Table 3 , for the group with n=1000 nodes and p=40 territories, the maximum absolute coefficient value is the one of α (b max =0.0412). Then, the full step size for α is b α /b max * ∆ α = (-0.0412 / 0.0412) * 0.1 = -0.1. Similarly, for λ the full step size is (-0.0250 / 0.0412) * 0.2 = -0.1214, and for γ is (0.00138 / 0.0412) * 2 = 0.067. Nevertheless, as suggested in Coy et al. 2 , it is desirable to avoid stepping over potential good local minima, so we make steps of 1/4 of the full step (authors explain the compromise between performance and complexity). The step size must be obtained for all the parameters and all the instance categories. All the step sizes are shown in Table 4 (1/4 of the full step size). Published by Atlantis Press Copyright: the authors(a) n=1000, p=60 Published by Atlantis Press Copyright: the authors As mentioned before, to start the moves along the path of steepest descent, we start from the design center (step 0). We calculate steps forward and backward. Forward steps are done subtracting the step size value for each parameter from its previous value (at first, the previous value corresponds to the center). In backward steps, step size values are added. After a step has been calculated, we perform trials with the corresponding parameter values in the current step. In our test, we run the trials with the same 3 instances of each category, used in the previous experimental design. Table 5 shows the parameter values and the average from the objective function value, infeasibility, and CPU time obtained for the 3 trial instances with n=1000 nodes and p=40 territories. Figure 9 (a) displays the average values obtained for each step when we used instances with 1000 nodes and 40 territories. The best infeasibility values are obtained in step 3, meanwhile the best objective function values are obtained with step 5. As mentioned before, it is our particular interest to produce feasible solutions. Thus, for setting the final values of parameters, only the infeasibility values are taken into account.
Step iv: After the steepest descent has been computed for all instance groups, and the better values have been identified for each parameter on each group, the final parameter values to perform the final test of the heuristic are defined by averaging the better parameter values from all instance groups. Thus, after following the guidelines in 2 , the final parameter values are the following: α=0.368, λ =0.527, γ=-0.998. Published by Atlantis Press Copyright: the authors 
Comparison of Greedy Procedures
In this part of our experimental work, we compared the four proposed procedures. The existing procedure RF 13 is also included in the experiment. It has been necessary to follow the parameter setting procedure for each heuristic: GRLH1, GRLH2, GRDL, and SLA. Table 6 shows the parameter values for each heuristic. The dash means that the procedure does not requires the corresponding parameter. Since the goal of this experiment is to compare the greedy nature of the procedures, then we used α = 0. Table 7 displays the size and number of the tested instances.
The infeasibility values are compared after the construction and improvement phases. Recall we are interested in obtaining better (feasible if possi-ble) solutions to make easier and more productive the improvement phase than the existing RF procedure. The relative deviation index (14) is used:
where best in f eas is the smaller infeasibility value obtained with any of the 5 compared procedures, in f eas h is the infeasibility value obtained with procedure h, (h=GRLH1, GRLH2, GRDL, SLA, RF).
Since infeasibility can take a value equal to zero, expression (14) avoids division by zero. Tables 8 and 9 . In the greedy construction phase, procedures GRLH1 and GRLH2 obtain similar average relative deviation values for all instance groups, except for the group with n=2000 and p=60, where GRLH1 has 19.86% and GRLH2 has 11.78%. Both procedures improve the performance of GRDL, SLA, and the existing procedure RF. The difference between the average relative deviation from GRLH1 and GRLH2 is 1.89% in favor of GRLH2 which uses 1-step look-ahead approach in the selection of seed nodes for starting the territories, which requires more computational effort. It was not possible to obtain any feasible solutions in the greedy construction phase.
After the improvement, relative deviation values increase because infeasible values are smaller than those in the construction phase. Even better, feasible solutions have been obtained. On average, the local search phase in each procedure obtains the following improvement: 95.03% for GRLH1, 94.85% in GRLH2, 94.07 in GRDL, 96.26% for SLA, and 94.60% for RF. Local search in GRDL improves more than any other procedure, but solutions in the construction phase are the worst regarding feasibility. Again, GRLH1 and GRLH2 outperform the results of GRDL, SLA, and RF. Regarding the global average relative deviation results for infeasibility, GRLH1 improves GRLH2 by 6.69%. GRLH1 finds feasible solutions for 10.5% of the 200 instances, GRLH2 for 9%, GRDL for 6%, SLA for 2.5%, and RF for 4.5% (see Table 10 ). Doing the analysis by groups, the ideal couples for group (n=1000, p=40) is GRLH1, for instances with (n=2000, p=40) is GRLH1, for (n=1000, p=60) is RF, and for (n=2000, p=60) is GRLH1. Table 11 shows the CPU time (in seconds) employed on each phase for each procedure. Each phase is indicated by L (location), A (allocation), and local search (LS). Observe that, the construction of territories in a sequential way, only requires allocation and local search processes. Recall that, in SLA each new seed node is selected by considering the farthest unallocated node from those already allocated to some territory. In RF, each new seed node is selected by considering the grade of the unassigned nodes. For these two procedures, the time required for selecting the new seeding node is included in the allocation phase (A), since it is small. The time required in local search is in general relatively small. Only in 2000-node instances local search requires more than 1 second in average. On the other hand, the location phase in GRLH1, GRLH2, and GRDL requires more computational effort, mainly in GRLH2. Except by the computational effort, GRLH1 produce better results, obtaining more feasible solutions after local search. 
Comparison of GRASP Procedures vs. Exact Procedure
In this experiment we compare the proposed heuristics GRLH1, GRLH2, GRDL, and SLA against an exact procedure. For this experiment we use relatively small instances with 60, 80, and 100 nodes and 4, 5, and 6 territories, respectively. Five instances of each set were generated according to the previously described specifications. A total of 5 x 3 = 15 DT instances were generated. The exact procedure is the one used in 14 , which is an iterative algorithm that solves the relaxed problem of the corresponding MILP model (with no connectivity constraints, recall there is an exponential number of them), and then, it identifies and adds violated connectivity constraints until optimality is reached. This exact procedure uses the number of iterations (10 iterations maximum) and time limit by iteration (7200 sec.) as stopping criteria.
Regarding the heuristics, they were run for 100 iterations (construction and improvement). The heuristics GRLH1, GRLH2, and GRDL were tested using the following parameter values: α = 0.3, λ = 0.1 and e = 0.9. The parameters for SLA were those obtained in Section 4.1. Parameter values λ and e were also determined by following the procedure proposed by Coy et al. 2 which is based on an experimental design. Recall that, the parameter e is used to fit the number of the neighboring nodes for a territory in the allocation phase. In the first column of Table 12 the instance sets used are shown (DT60, DT80 and DT100). This table shows the number of optimal solutions found by applying each procedure over each instance set, and the average of the relative optimality (gap). Table 13 displays the CPU time in seconds. All those solutions obtained with the heuristics were feasible solutions. The optimal value with the exact method was found for all instances. Table 14 shows objective function values, and the CPU times in detail.
Heuristic procedures can find optima only for instances with 60 nodes. Over all instance sets, the average relative optimality (gap) computed for GRLH1, GRLH2, and GRDL is 5.1566%, 1.22%, and 6.0766%, respectively. GRLH1 is the fastest heuristic (it requires on average 1.04 seconds). GRLH2 and GRDL take longer than GRLH1, on average 2.57 and 47.01 sec., respectively. Due to the previous results, in the next subsection we compared only the heuristic GRLH1 against the existing procedure (RF). 
Comparison with existing approach
In this experiment the heuristic GRLH1 is compared with the original procedure RF. We decided to compare only the proposed heuristic GRLH1 because of the results in the previous sections, related to quality in greedy procedures, and CPU time required. The procedures are executed during 100 iterations using the test bed of problem instances used in previous experiments with 1000 and 2000 nodes and 40 and 60 territories. In each iteration a construction and improvement phases are performed. The parameters values used for the GRLH1 are α = 0.3, λ = 0.1, and e = 0.9. Table 15 shows a comparison between GRLH1 and RF. Column n f eas represents the number of feasible solutions found (out of 50) with each procedure GRLH1 and RF separated by instance groups. The average relative improvement of the local search with respect to phase 1 solutions is denoted by ARLSI. One can see that even though procedure RF produces slightly better results (in terms of the number of feasible solutions), procedure GRLH1 is very competitive. In terms of the average relative local search improvement, GRLH1 showed a slightly better improvement value for the p = 40 instances. Both procedures report average local search improvements of more than 92 %. With this very good quality, it is strongly suggested that both procedures can be used in a collaborative way. Finally, Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the resulting designs when the firm's method and the proposed GRLH1 heuristic, respectively, are applied to a 1000-BU, 10-territory real-world instance. For this case, under the firm method the best resulting design has an objective function value of 0.094, and it is infeasible with respect to the balancing constraints under a 0.05 tolerance. Our method obtains a significantly better design in terms of both objective function value and feasibility, with a dispersion function value of 0.076 (a relative improvement of 24%), and territory imbalances of less than 5%. 
Conclusions
A version of a territory design problem motivated by a real-world application is addressed in this work. The problem planning requirements are compactness, contiguity, and balancing with respect to two activities (number of customers and sales volume). A location-allocation heuristic framework is proposed. In the location phase, three p-dispersion based heuristics are proposed. Such heuristics obtained p disperse seeds (nodes) for starting the territories. In the allocation phase all unassigned nodes are incorporated iteratively to some territory (building all the territories simultaneously). These procedures were incorporated within a GRASP scheme, including a local search phase. The empirical work reveals that two of the proposed heuristics find nearoptimal or optimal solutions to relatively small instances, where exact solutions could be found. The heuristic solutions are found significantly faster. When we compared with the existing method in larger instances, it was found that the existing approach provides solutions with lower infeasibility violations. However, one of the proposed procedures found better solutions in terms of its dispersion measure than the ones found by the existing approach.
This means that the idea of building the territories simultaneously can in some cases provide solutions with lower degree of infeasibility after the construction phase, and therefore lead to better overall solutions. As lines of future work, developing more sophisticated local search procedures such as tabu search and memory-based strategies such as adaptive programming can be worthwhile.
